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  The South Asia Center welcomes Anand Dwivedi 
If one learns and appreciates through exposure and experience—how can one be expected 
to comprehend and measure the beauty of daffodils without ever having seen one?  For 
SU's new Hindi instructor Anand Dwivedi, the setting is back in India, in the 12th grade.  
Anand recalls his English Literature professor as a man of great passion and knowledge.  
During class, Anand was made to recite William Wordsworth‘s 1804 poem titled 
―Daffodils,‖ yet all the while, he recalls thinking to himself: ―What are these daffodils?  
Does it look like a rose?  Or perhaps a marigold?‖  
 Years later, Anand remembers this experience with both fondness and grateful-
ness—for it has shaped his own teaching techniques as a professor of Hindi.  Indeed, one 
of his students, Maggie Rajala, says, ―Anand works very hard to engage his students 
through the use of different media.  While the course is focused on Hindi language, he tries to set it within its context in order to 
make students aware of the beauty of the culture.  You get the sense that he loves India and strives to share more of it than just its 
language.‖  Rajala also appreciates his use of movie clips and music as a way of familiarizing his students with native speakers, 
while ultimately providing a ―richer dimension‖ to the course and culture.  
 The South Asia Center welcomes Anand Dwivedi as its new Associate Director.  Born in the Eastern State of Bihar, An-
and grew up in the state capitol of Patna in a family with five other siblings.  With a schoolteacher for a father, Anand feels 
blessed for having received the full support of his family in all his educational endeavors. He grew up speaking Bhojpuri and 
Hindi as his mother tongues and has near native proficiency in Magahi (Magadhi), Maithili and Urdu.  No wonder he developed 
an interest in language.  
 With a move to Delhi and a fortuitous visit to the admissions office of the Linguistics Department at the University of 
Delhi, Anand found himself with the department‘s application in hand and an examination date.  Anand surprised even himself 
with his high marks.  He then pursued a Masters of Philosophy (MPhil), a pre-doctorate degree/program, in Hindi syntax.  
 In 2000, he accepted his first teaching post as a Teaching Assistant for Korean exchange students from the Korea Univer-
sity.  This led to a regular teaching position for study abroad students from Emory University and University of Virginia (UVA) 
during 2000-2002.  And in 2002, he immigrated to the U.S. as a Hindi lecturer at UVA.  Post-UVA and pre-Syracuse University, 
Anand worked for one and one-half years at the Monterey Institute‘s Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center 
(DLIFLC) in California.   
 Anand has worked with a wide variety of language students, yet his teaching strategies remain grounded in memories of 
his own experiences as a student.  He recalls his middle school teacher who taught English grammar with such clarity and 
thoughtfulness.  Anand further reminisces how his MPhil advisor taught him the importance of punctuality and honesty in a 
teacher.  
 During his MPhil program, he had the pleasure of studying with other International students—students from Ethiopia, 
Korea, China, and a monk from Thailand.  Anand the MPhil student overcame insecurities about his English-speaking abilities 
through positive feedback from his colleagues.  Today, Anand the Professor of Hindi empathizes that it is a ―very tough job to 
speak a foreign language.‖  Hence, to curb his students‘ anxieties whilst keeping them motivated, Anand also uses positive feed-
back.  
 Anand continues to regard himself a student—yet, this time, the teacher is his two-year-old son, Arjun.  His son teaches 
him that the ―community itself can be a language teacher;‖ also, the complexity and the natural acquisition of language surprises 
him.  ―Suppose I sneeze, well my son, wherever he may be in the house, naturally calls out, ‗Bless you, Daddy.‘  But I never 
taught him this.  Or if I cough, he asks, ―Are you okay?‖  Anand endearingly and softly chuckles as he quotes his son.  
 It is with this same quiet demeanor that Anand comes to assume his role as the Associate Director of the South Asia Cen-
ter.  He calls it a ―gentle common sense…a holistic approach to life‖ where he prefers to maintain an equal effort in all his life 
projects.  Prior to his arrival in Syracuse, Anand admits having had fears about assuming his new role; yet having encountered so 
many faces, cultures, experiences, Anand once again, relies upon this ‗gentle common sense,‘ and his adaptability through his 
dedication and willingness to learn.  
 When asked what he hopes to bring to the Center, Anand first recognizes how great the South Asia Center is already do-
ing—but what he hopes to bring is sustainability and even further progress.  ―The goal is always to be better that how we‘ve al-
ready been doing…through promoting the academic environment related to South Asia, promoting the languages courses, as they 
are key to the area studies, and being an active participant with the other centers.‖ Anand hopes for the betterment of Moynihan 
Institute, the Maxwell School, and Syracuse University at large.  
 And when asked what makes a good student, Anand offers a Sanskrit translation.  These are the  
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Music Moves Religion: April 18-20, 2008 
T he Mellon Humanities Corridor and the South Asia Center announce an exciting conference on Music Moves Religion: Per-formance Networks in Indian Ocean Cultures hosted by Syracuse University on April 18-20, 2008. The conference will fea-
ture concerts on Friday and Saturday nights, respectively, by internationally renowned singer of Indian classical music Pad-
mashree Dr. Prabha Atre, and by the Qawwali ensemble Farid Ayaz Qawwal and Brothers, who perform the ecstatic devotional 
music of Sufi Muslims in many languages. In addition to the two concerts, the conference will also feature a number of panel dis-
cussions throughout the day on Saturday and in the morning on Sunday.  
 The purpose of the conference is to examine how music has moved religion in regions linked by networks of trade and 
migration across the Indian Ocean. It will concentrate primarily on religious, cultural and aesthetic ideas arising out of musical 
performance genres invented or influenced by Islamic societies.  
 Since its inception in the 7th century, the ―spatial rhythm, the mobile trajectory of Islam‖ (Cooke & Lawrence: 2005) has 
fostered a transnational Muslim identity. This identity is expressed by the concept of ―ummah‖ – a frontierless community of 
Muslims who are bound together by their common faith in the Qur‘an and teachings of prophet Mu-
hammad. At the same time, the multilateral direction of this ―spatial rhythm‖ of Islam, and the 
global contact of Muslims with other cultures have resulted in an extraordinary diversity of expres-
sions of this faith. Musical performance traditions, in their voyage back and forth from the East 
coast of Africa to the far reaches of the Indonesian archipelago, offer an excellent avenue by which 
to appreciate unity and diversity in Islam. 
The keynote concerts represent both classical and popular genres of music in Indian Ocean cultures. 
Padmashree Dr. Prabha Atre is an internationally renowned Hindustani classical vocalist, composer, 
author and academic, who has spent much of her life attempting to bridge the gap between public 
art forms and academics. She is known for promoting classical forms of music, especially Kirana 
gharana, as well as her commitment to creativity and innovation in her compositions. Kirana gha-
rana has been described as deeply emotional, melodious, soothing and marked by a quality of 
―gentle repose.‖ Dr. Atre will perform at the Everson Museum of Art on Friday, April 18, at 8 p.m.  
Farid Ayaz Qawwal and Brothers sing the traditional form of qawwali in Urdu, Seraiki, Punjabi, 
Sindhi, Hindi, Arabic, Persian, Purbi, and Bengali. Qawwali, which means ―word,‖ in particular, the divine word, originated in 
Iran and developed in South Asia.  Musicians begin singing, then repeat words with certain variations intended to bring out more 
profound meanings until the words themselves cease to have mean-
ing, and the participant is (ideally) moved to a deeper level of inner 
illumination brought about by his/her heightened consciousness. 
Farid Ayaz Qawwal and Brothers will perform at Grant Auditorium, 
College of Law, on Saturday, April 19, at 8 p.m.  
 Panel discussions will be held on Saturday, April 19, 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday, April 20, from 9 a.m. to 11:30 
a.m. in the Killian Room, 500 Hall of Languages. Panelists will 
address a number of issues: How music is involved in the transfer 
and transformation of religious ideas, practices and sentiments; how 
musical traditions effect and reflect religious, cultural, and social 
change; how race, patronage, and politics condition the social uses of 
music; which social and political contexts encourage creativity and 
innovation, or inversely, draw sharper boundaries when distinct tradi-
tions of musical performances come into contact.  
Speakers include: Julia Banzi (Reed College, Al Andalus), Judith Becker (University of Michigan), Birgit Berg (Voice of Amer-
ica International Broadcasting), Amy Catlin-Jairazhboy (UCLA), James Chopyak (CSU Sacramento),  Brigitte Des Rosiers 
(Centre de Recherche en Ethique de L‘Université de Montréal), Michael Frishkopf (University of Alberta), Christopher Lee 
(Canisius College), Anne Rasmussen (William and Mary), Natalie Sarrazin (SUNY Brockport), Ted Swedenburg (University of 
Arkansas), and Richard Wolf (Harvard University). 
Music Moves Religion is co-sponsored by the Religion Department, Chancellor‘s Office, College of Arts and Sciences, History 
Department, Middle Eastern Studies Program, Religion and Society Program, Music History/Musicology cluster of the Humani-
ties Corridor, African American Studies Department, Community Folk Art Center, Fine Arts Department, Hindu Student Council, 
and South Asia Arts Foundation, iLearn Innovative Learning Program, U. Encounter. 
Please refer to our website for more information: http://musicmovesreligion.syr.edu. 
THE SOUTH ASIA CENTER  
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New Faculty: Jennifer Hyndman 
O riginally from Vancouver, Canada, Dr. Jennifer Hyndman joins the Maxwell School‘s Geogra-phy Program and the Moynihan Institute‘s South Asia Center with a first-hand, global and eye-
witness experience in tested human will and survival.  Her research and travels have lead her 
through conflict zones, refugee camps and to areas of refugee resettlement.  And for the past 10 
years, she has been largely involved in Sri Lanka.  
 Dr. Hyndman remarks on the resilience and the ―chutzpah‖ in those she encounters; she 
desires to understand how people in such arduous and difficult circumstances survive.  Dr. Hynd-
man traces her interest in international humanitarian aid and issues from her undergraduate days 
whilst serving as a volunteer in Canada‘s student volunteer programs: Canada World Youth and 
Canadian Crossroads.  These cultural exchange/ volunteer programs took her to Suriname and Ja-
maica.  Dr. Hyndman reminisces how these first experiences were so influential in capturing ―[her] 
imagination in terms of issues around poverty and displacement.‖   
 These initial formative exposures allowed her an insight into the intense inequalities in the 
international sphere.  And these insights served as a wake-up call to ―do something.‖  And so during her senior year, Dr. Hynd-
man did something.  She coordinated and campaigned for an initiative where students would pay a small fee each year, towards 
a scholarship—to ultimately sponsor a refugee scholar.  And two decades later, this scholarship remains active and running.  
 Dr. Hyndman's research particularly looks at the spectrum of forced migration and its role as the ―perfect barometer of 
conflict.‖  From this perspective, one can examine the effects of war upon civilians, by ―counting the number of people who had 
to flee their home…[and] talking to them and asking them why they fled and what their fears or experiences were.‖  Because 
conflict knows no boundaries, her interests and research have led Dr. Hyndman to many countries beyond South Asia.  Most 
recently, she has been working on a project that looks at the 2004 tsunami and how it affected two regions that were already 
experiencing conflict: Sri Lanka, in South Asia, and Banda Ache, Indonesia, in Southeast Asia.  She spent last June and this past 
December in Banda Ache—trying to figure out, on the ground, the effect of the humanitarian aid money for their tsunami recon-
struction and rehabilitation.  
 Interviewing Dr. Hyndman felt to me like a brief, yet privileged history lesson in South Asia.  She not only shares her 
knowledge and insight into the region‘s areas of conflict, but Dr. Hyndman also taps into the human spirit and determination for 
survival.  When asked how she maintains her balance and strength amidst the stress and pain of conflict issues, inequalities and 
injustice, she remarked how other people say to her, ―‘it must be really depressing working around refugee camps.‘  And actu-
ally it‘s not; it‘s frustrating at times because there is always more work than you can possibly do…for many people, including 
myself, it just fuels your passion for the work, but also the urgency of the work and the importance of the work.‖  
 Dr. Hyndman arrived in Syracuse‘s Maxwell School motivated and impressed by the strong Geography graduate pro-
gram and the South Asia Center.  So lastly, when asked how she‘s translated her lessons learned from the field into her daily life 
here in Syracuse, Dr. Hyndman simply said, "Given what's going on in other parts of the world…I think that our obligation is, 
therefore, to extend ourselves, to do more, to push ourselves, to do what we can—to bring understanding, solidarity, and maybe 
in some small way, some difference.‖ 
 Dr. Hyndman is a professor of ―World Political Economy‖ and ―Gender and Globalization‖ in the Geography Depart-
ment at the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs.   —Helen Chung 
THE SOUTH ASIA CENTER  
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five characteristics of a student: 
1.  Kak Chestha – persistence like a crow.  Observe a crow‘s determination to have his meal.  Therefore, never give up on what 
you feel is important for you.  
2.  Bakoh Dhyanam – concentration like a crane.  Observe a crane, how focused it is when it has to catch a fish to eat.  There-
fore, focus and concentration will help you in doing more in less time and mastering a skill.  
3.  Swaan Nidra – Sleep like a dog. Sleep light.  Sleep in time, wake up in time and dedicate all your energy for the purpose. 
4.  Alphari – moderate eater.  Not having control over eating habits makes you sleep more and still not feel refreshed.  
5.  Grih Tyagi – person who can sacrifice his family life.  A student must minimize family interference, social obligations and 
other stuff to give more time for preparation. 
 Finally, similar to his daffodil memory, Anand first encountered snow whilst driving with his wife to the Rocky Moun-
tains.  His wife said, ―It‘s snowing‖—to which Anand replied, ―What?  What is that?‖  ―It‘s the small flakes,‖ she countered.  
Anand punctuates this memory with another soft chuckle. The South Asia Center is pleased to welcome Anand Dwivedi with his 
rich teaching styles, variety of cultural experiences, readiness to adapt and learn, and of course, his memories of daffodils.  
—Helen Chung     
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Dear Ann, 
 It seems like a whole lifetime has passed since I started driving 
from Syracuse on the 10th of August, 2007.  And yet, as I blink to think, 
it seems like it was just yesterday.  Needless to say, I thought a lot about 
my 21 years in Syracuse during my 2300 miles drive from Syracuse to 
Austin, as well as about the beginnings of a new life in the warm climes 
of Texan cowboy country.  There was a feeling of great sadness, as one 
feels sometimes during the Syracusan summer twilight hours when the 
sun has gone down yet there remains an orange afterglow on the horizon 
and the south view from the top of the stairs next to the law school 
building becomes indistinct across route 81 as the chill of the night 
breeze engulfs the city.  One knows the city is out there, and still, some-
how, inaccessible till the time street and home lights begin to define 
their own tiny spheres of fuzzy, limited vision across the valley.  
 I recalled my early life at Syracuse in 1986, and couldn‘t help 
laughing at the series of comedy of errors which baptized my learning 
process right since my flight to the US.  PanAm was still in business then because the devastating Lockerbie bombing over Scot-
land, so indelibly traumatic for all of us at Syracuse University, had not yet happened.  Excited about my first trip abroad, I flew 
on PanAm via Frankfurt, watching the earth below from my window seat, trying to figure out where one country ended and an-
other began in the one, undivided mass of land I saw below.  At Frankfurt I got new travel companions – Mr. and Mrs. Kent, 
from Connecticut.  They were both pleasant looking, in their forties I thought, and marveled at the azure blue eyes of Mrs. Kent 
as she sat in the seat next to me and we exchanged greetings.  As the plane left the European landmass and cut a swath in the sky 
over the Atlantic at forty thousand feet, Mr. Kent left his seat to investigate the luxuries showered upon the first class passen-
gers.  Mrs. Kent and I covered ourselves with blankets in the air-conditioned chill of the cabin, and I looked below from the 
light blue of the sunny sky to the dark blue of the ocean.  As we skirted the southern tip of Greenland I saw tiny white spots, 
thousands of them, peppering the ocean surface below.  Even as I wondered what they were the thought hit me – icebergs!  I 
touched my face in wonderment with this sudden descent of knowledge, and found that I did not feel my face.  I touched again.  
No sensation.  I got worried.  I had not slept for three nights in excitement of my trip abroad, and I thought I had lost all my sen-
sation.  To test this theory I put my hand under the blanket and pinched my leg.  Nothing happened.  I panicked.  I bent down 
and pinched my leg really hard.  I felt nothing, but Mrs. Kent, who had been reading a book, winced and gave me a startled look 
with piercing blue eyes.  In a flash I realized what had happened under the blanket, and cold buckets of shame, no, icebergs of it, 
cascaded down on me, chilling me to the bone.  I realized in that moment how Sita must have felt when Rama asked her to 
prove her chastity, or how Ahalya must have felt when Gautam looked at her with accusing eyes.  Not used to being looked at 
through piercing blue eyes by the opposite gender, I did what my male instinct of gender divided, conservative India of that time 
prompted me to do.  I turned away without a word, stuck my face in the window, and did not look back for six hours.  The result 
was that I landed with a mountain of guilt, and a horrible crick in my neck.  
 I look back at my initial life in Syracuse very fondly.  It was a time that felt like it was spent in a wonderland.  Like 
Peter Pan in never-neverland, I marveled at how different things were from India, and how easily and rapidly I learnt about 
them.  First, of course, was the culture shock.  The trees and plants were different, the houses and what they were built with 
were different, the food and how and when it was eaten was totally different, the roads and the cars, and the way they drove was 
different, the way people looked, the way they interacted, what they wore, and what they didn‘t wear, was different, and the way 
everyday life was carried on, was a complete turnaround.  It felt as if someone had put me in a catapult and hurled me across the 
oceans to fall with a thwack in a vast, unending sea of cold and snow.  Besides the lifestyle education – to learn to live on one‘s 
own -- there was also the technical learning.  I learnt to use the washing machine, and after many months, also learnt, quite by 
accident that each dryer has something called the lint screen which needs to be cleaned if one doesn‘t want to pull out soggy 
clothes despite running the machine three times!  I learnt to operate the electric oven, to use a vacuum cleaner, to apply clean-
sing chemicals, to use a bank account and credit card, to drive on the right side of the road.  I learnt to use the computer very 
fast.  At that time it used to be DOS based PCs, and soon I began to type my papers, as well translate Sue‘s research texts, with 
ease of skill.  My knowledge of Hindi and English helped greatly in translations, and my research at the Anthropology depart-
ment used to be based on native insight and a good theoretical foundation.  Life could not have been easier and more fulfilling, 
and I loved every moment of it.  
 But as Sanskrit poets have long insisted about the wheel of life – chakravat parivartante – I ran into trouble obtaining a 
research visa to do my fieldwork, and thus began the second phase of my education in, as a friend at Hendricks Chapel de-
scribed, ―the school of hard knocks.‖  I consider this phase of my life at Syracuse, as one of the most rewarding in terms of un-
Jishnu Shankar reflects on his passage from India, his decades in Syracuse, his new life in Texas . . . 
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derstanding the life of an American student, and the difficulties they go through as compared to the parent supported education 
for most middle and upper class students in India.  I worked many different odd jobs around the university, including part-time 
Hindi instructor with the Department of Languages, Literatures and Linguistic, and I had ample time to peruse and translate 
books on Aghor literature, publishing the first one in 1990.   
 In 1997 my ongoing Hindi teaching was combined with the Associate Directorship of the South Asia Center into a full-
time position, and I, who had come to the US as a doctoral student, turned into an administrator and faculty person for the uni-
versity.  The third phase of my education thus began, as I learned to run the Center under Sue Wadley‘s guidance. As the Asso-
ciate Director of the Center, what I found most enriching was my association with the South Asia faculty and Moynihan Institute 
colleagues, and the friends I made with them over long years; I cherish their contribution to my life.  As I worked in this posi-
tion from 1997 till 2007, developing new pedagogical materials for teaching Hindi, overseeing the functioning of the Center, I 
began to realize I was missing something.  My learning, my education, that which animated my life, had reached a plateau.  That 
which had once been a source of life-infusing energy, had stabilized as a life-sustaining heart-beat.  Instead of the tumultuous 
creative fervor of Brahma, it was the sedate nurturing throb of Vishnu that overtook life.  I began to wonder if Shiva will inter-
cede to create change.  
 And so, Ann, it was that I decided to leave the comfort and security of the cradle I up grew in, and to test uncharted 
territories.  Here, at the University of Texas at Austin I am a part of the Department of Asian Studies as well as the Hindi-Urdu 
Flagship (HUF) program.  HUF is a federally funded program that seeks to take students to near native language proficiency by 
the end of their four year tenure in the program.  By design it is very rigorous, and it also affords us ample opportunity to try out 
new and creative ways of teaching, as well as to develop innovative and interesting pedagogical material.  An example of the 
kind of material we are trying to produce can be seen at: http://hindiurduflagship.org/bolii/.  I work primarily with Rupert Snell, 
Herman van Olphen and Akbar Hyder, all excellent and well known teachers in their field, and it is to the credit of satsangati 
that I feel particularly energized teaching alongside with them.  Besides the Flagship course, which is co-taught by all four of us, 
I also teach the second year Hindi course independently, and Advanced Hindi classes along with Kathryn Hansen.  Since the 
HUF program is very new, we are still giving shape to it, including the setting up of a study abroad program for which I went to 
India with Herman Ji and Akbar, and from where I have just returned, alive, despite the traffic in Delhi.  
 University of Texas at Austin (UT) is a very large university when I compare it to Syracuse, with an enrollment up-
wards of 45000 students.  The campus is also vast, but replete with all kinds of resources for faculty and students.  There exists a 
similarity between the two universities too.  The primary color at UT is also orange, although a somewhat burned shade of it.  
As a city, Austin is very spread out.  But unlike my previous notion of it, it is no desert country.  Austin is rather green, but the 
green is of a paler shade than Syracuse.  Lake Austin, which is actually the river Colorado, but which has been dammed, runs 
through parts of the city including downtown, and there are lakes both to the northeast as well as northwest of the city.  Also 
unlike my previous notion, there are no cowboys roaming the streets, no Texan drawl or tobacco chewing, and no cowboy hats 
to be seen in everyday life either!  While I don‘t necessarily feel cheated, I do wonder at the poignant absence of this symbol of 
Texan culture.  Of course, there is no snow although the temperature has dipped on a couple of days into the thirties.  While I 
enjoyed the snow immensely for about fifteen years in Syracuse, now I am enjoying the lack of it in Austin.  
 As I settle down into my new teaching life here, Ann, I do want to mention to all my friends back in Syracuse that I 
think of them often, and thank the powers that be that put me in Syracuse to learn the ways of American life and self-
dependence, for it is this learning that will lead my way in Texas.  With fond memories, I want to remind them all, ―You have a 
friend in Austin!‖ 
Desi Dance Project 
 On December 1, ten dance teams from the length and breadth of the East Coast brought alive the Desi Dance Project 
in the Schine Student Center. Teams came from as far as away as North Carolina and as close as Ithaca. Lavish costumes, 
creative props, a dash of humor and a love of dance took center stage for nearly four hours. Winners of the Grand Prize were 
the creative and talented team members of Boston University Chankaar. Their innovative transformation of the popular show, 
―Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego?‖ into a desi fusion performance drew a loud round of applause. Cornell Univer-
sity‘s energetic Bhangra team swept away the first prize for the Bhangra category. Organized by the South Asian Student As-
sociation, Desi Dance Project was co-sponsored by the South Asia Center, the Department of Public Safety, the Office of Pre-
vention Services, and the LGBT Center. SASA had its own dancing representatives as well. Its enthusiastic president Rohan 
Sheth heroically danced his way across the stage despite a back injury.  
 Three categories of dances were choreographed and performed including fusion, Bhangra, and Raas. But the occa-
sion was also marked by a humanitarian cause. Students chose to focus on spreading the word about Sakhi, the advocacy 
group committed to ending violence against women of South Asian origin. The University of Rochester‘s Raas team partici-
pated to raise money for Sakhi. Sakhi was also represented by one of its founding members, Professor Tula Goenka from the 
Newhouse School of Journalism who was one of the judges that evening. She was joined by Professors Carol Babiracki and 
Romita Ray from the Fine Arts department at SU.  
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Chile: A home for Indian migrants 
A s our plane ap-proached the 
Santiago airport, we 
were welcomed by a 
beautiful view of the 
Andes Mountains, 
bathed in the full glory 
of morning sunlight.  
As I got off the plane, 
I felt the heat sweep 
over me. It dawned on 
me that I was in the 
Southern hemisphere, 
where it is summer in 
December!  I knew 
enough about Chile to 
point it out on the 
world map.  Chile -- 
the narrow little strip 
of land on the south-
western coast of South 
America -- home for 
Spanish, German, Ital-
ian, Jewish, Arab and 
East Asian immi-
grants.  Moreover, it 
has immigrants from 
neighboring countries including Argentina, Bolivia, and Peru.  There is a saying in India that goes: ―If you visit any part of the 
world, you will find at least one Indian‖.   
  In Santiago there are at least 40-50 families of Indian origin who have settled there in the past 100 years.  The first group of 
Indian migrants arrived in Punta Arenas, the southern part of Chile, in 1905.  The community grew slowly, and people started 
moving to Santiago, the capital city, and Iquique, a town in the northern part of Chile.  Most of these people are Sindhi and work 
in various kinds of businesses. Men run the businesses, while their wives take care of the families.  Some ladies, however, help 
run the family businesses rather than concentrating on their own professions, with the exception of a few ladies who teach Eng-
lish through the local institutes.  The acculturation process began with learning Spanish, which was challenging but not very 
difficult.  When it comes to the food, these people have been ingenious. Though the ingredients to cook Indian food are not 
available, the food is prepared by substituting locally available ingredients.  Also, people stock up on the required spices and 
ingredients which are not available in Chile during their visits to India, Hong Kong, Panama, and United States.  At home, they 
speak their native language, which is Sindhi or/and Hindi, plus English and Spanish.   
 The Indian community in Santiago is a closely knit community.  The Indian Association of Chile organizes several 
community get-togethers to celebrate major Hindu festivals, including Diwali, Dusserah, Ganesh Chaturthi and Holi.  Chilean 
people are open-minded and friendly; they like to learn more about Indian culture and traditions. Indians also participate in the 
local festivities with their Chilean friends. During my visit to Chile, I stayed with a Chilean family. For two weeks, we ex-
changed information about our cultures, food, languages, and countries.  One thing I learned is that it is almost impossible to 
survive there without knowing Spanish. The New Year‘s Eve celebration was organized by my host and her family at their coun-
tryside farm house. By popular demand, I cooked Indian food with available ingredients; it turned out good.  Occasionally, I 
wore traditional Indian clothes. Many times I got compliments, but sometimes I got curious stares from people.  
 The lack of a formal Hindu place of worship in Santiago concerns many Indians who wish to organize religious func-
tions and other festivities.  Surprisingly, there are a few Hindu religious centers run by local Chileans who believe in Hindu re-
ligion and philosophy. One such place is The Sai Center and Hare Krishna Temple, where prayers are recited in Spanish.  The 
participating families in my study were very friendly and welcomed me heartily.  It was a great experience to visit their homes 
and business places and to hear their stories, experiences, and challenges of settling down in an unknown culture and in a foreign 
land.  
 My Chile trip was a worthwhile experience. I returned with a lot of data from my interviews for my thesis and with 
unforgettable memories.—-Smita Rane  
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 Meeting my Waterloo— Joanne Waghorne writes from Singapore 
 
 As I walk along Waterloo Street, tents line this pedestrian walkway filled 
with wares for the upcoming lunar New Year.  With the Year of the Rat approach-
ing, Disney has licensed numerous versions of Mickey and Mini Mouse (an ac-
cepted slippage of rat into mouse) dressed in mandarin jackets with a red chrysan-
themum in Mini‘s hair. Just down the way from the ever-popular Kuan Yin Tem-
ple, the Sri Krishna Temple has expanded its outdoor canopy to accommodate the 
Chinese devotees who stop by to offer josh sticks in the large Chinese-style urn 
placed in the front for their convenience.  The ever-active Fu Lu Shou shopping 
complex now has a human-sized golden rat in the front of a store dedicated to the 
Thai Four-Faced Buddha who is increasingly popular in Singapore.  A Golden 
Ganesa with his very prominent rat vahana (Ganesa rides a rat) has his own altar 
just insider the entrance to this unusual shop that both sells and displays devo-
tional articles. As I pass the center point the Maraca band with red ponchos are 
back again with their Latin beat dominating the soundscape of this corner.  A few 
steps up their rhymes compete with the strains of an old European love song with 
Chinese lyrics.  
For the crowds that pass, this wildly eclectic mix on the streets of Singapore seems perfectly normal. For me, however, I am still 
recovering from Christmas with the thirty-foot Frosty-the-Snowman, the cutout snowflakes in the palm trees, and the constant 
renditions of ―I am Dreaming of a White Christmas‖ in the shopping malls.  Earlier, the ―Three Festival One City― was cele-
brated on Waterloo Street with more tents and wares to mark the confluence of the Chinese Mid-Autumn Festival, Hari Raya 
Puasa (Malay term for the Muslim festival of Eid) and Deepavali.  As I walked on Waterloo during that event, a Chinese singing 
group belted out ―Lord, I'm one, Lord, I'm two, Lord, I'm three, Lord, I'm four, Lord, I'm five hundred miles a way from home. ― 
I was actually approximately 14,000 miles away and wondering more about the decade than the miles.  I am beginning to feel 
that the so-called exotic field-sites of earlier generations of ethnographers are no match for Singapore.   
 This may be the reality on the streets but officially Singapore‘s multicultural policies continue to understand citizens 
within fixed categories.  The required identity cards carry not only name and address but also ―race‖ with limited choices of 
―Indian, Malay, Chinese, Eurasian, and others.‖ Religiously the nation is assumed to be divided into primarily into Christians, 
Buddhists, Hindus, and Muslims—with space for Sikhs and Taoists.  The default for Indian is Hindu but with many Christians 
and Muslims in the picture.  Chinese again by default are Buddhist but again there are Taoists and Christians and a few Mus-
lims. Malays are assumed Muslim.  However, between these seemingly staid borders, I have found the same kind of crossovers 
that characterize Waterloo Street. I am here looking for ―Hindu-based guru-centered spiritual movements‖ or Global Gurus for 
short, particularly those that transcend ethnic identities.  Of course, I find what I am seeking but that does not make what I see 
any less interesting. A caution: the number of those who join these movements is statistically small.  Many of these groups have 
between 100 to 500 members, often with only 30 or 50 actively participating in the satsangs, yoga sessions, mediations, or meet-
ings held weekly or monthly. Larger organizations like Satya Sai Baba, however, may number over thousand.  And when Mata 
Amritanandamayi (usually called ―Amma‖ or the ―hugging guru‖) comes to Singapore in late March, the Amriteswari Society 
here expects thousands to attend her darshan session.   
 I have witnessed many small groups engaged in extraordinary practices or ordinary practices with extraordinary people.  
There is mixing, matching, reuse and recycling of concepts and practices. While the hardware of the Sunday morning satsang of 
the Amriteswari Society—dedicated to ―Amma‖—are Hindu-derived, the style/software remains eclectic.  The influence of 
Christianity—not as a religion or a theology but as discursive and liturgical style (here I am still struggling with terminology)—
appears strong.   The satsang always includes chanting Amma‘s many names, bhajans (hymns) sung by a group of young devo-
tees  that act almost like a choir while PowerPoint projected onto a large screen helps devotees sing along.  The same projector 
carries a sermon-like talk of one of Mata‘s renunciant disciples.  Again, the weekly satsang of the ―Centers for Enlightenment,‖ 
concludes with a ―deeksha.‖  While diksa is a well-worn term for initiation by a guru, ―deeksha‖ as defined by this group, part of 
the Oneness Movement, becomes ―a transfer of spiritual energy to the neocortex of the brain‖ (http://www.deeksha.com/). The 
officiating leader after her own deep experience of divine power, lays both hands on the head of a few major disciples who then 
move around the room until everyone has experienced this ―Oneness Blessing.‖ Sri Bhagavan (formerly Kalki Bhagavan) and 
his consort Amma look on from their life size portraits at the front of the hall. As I waited for my own blessing, I felt a strong 
resemblance to the Pentecostal ―laying on of hands.‖  
 At other spiritual groups—devotees have winced at my business card with ―Professor of Religion”—the mix of people 
remains very eclectic. A Chinese heritage woman presides with great dedication over a flaming homa (fire pit) during the 
monthly celebration of the full moon for a small but ardent group of devotes of the rising young guru Sri Kaleshwar.  A disciple 
of this master recently came to offer a weekend seminar on ―Sri Chakra‖ as Sri Kaleshwar interprets this  
 
Continued on pg 8 
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Tej Bhatia's global linguistics 
―Mazaa‖ is not only Hindi for ―fun, enjoyment‖ but it is also Dr. Tej Bhatia‘s favorite word.  A 
Professor of Linguistics and South Asian Languages, Dr. Bhatia pursues ‗mazaa‘ both within and 
outside the classroom. In fact, one of his students, Maggie Rajala says, ―Dr. Bhatia is amazingly 
passionate about his work, and loves to talk with students.  He has a tremendous ability to ex-
plain the answers to whatever questions you may have in a manner that is so engaging it sparks 
your desire to learn more.  I greatly enjoyed studying with him and was particularly impressed by 
his enthusiasm and dedication.‖  
 Through a Fulbright-Hays grant, Dr. Bhatia recently spent nine months in India, where 
he was updating an 11 year project dedicated to exploring the relationship between advertise-
ments and creative language.  He describes advertisements as a ―living language.‖  To him, ad-
vertisement is provocative both neurologically and psychologically.  Hence, looking at the role of 
advertisement and marketing techniques from a linguistic perspective, this most recent research includes the latest developments in 
marketing and media in India.   
 One innovation is called ―e-chaupal‖ and the setting is in rural India.  The back-story dates to a period when the previous 
marketing process and the working class farmers were overpowered by the middle-man.  The series of middle-men and their re-
spective layers of distribution chains stripped the farmers of their marketing power.  Having to go through at least four or five lay-
ers of distribution chains, by the end product, the farmer will have been greatly shortchanged.  So what must be done to shift the 
system to empower the farmers? Enter ITC Limited and their innovative e-chaupal.  Chaupal draws from an old Indian notion of 
community and communal discussion.  In each village, chaupal was the central meeting spot—a spot where community members 
came together to converse, gossip, etc.  The new model of marketing transplants the chaupal‘s community and communication 
model into the internet age—to an age of e-chaupal.  By setting up chaupal sites with computers and internet connections and 
through the coordinated efforts of an on-site liaison, the farmers are directly linked to the market.  Hence, Dr. Bhatia asserts the 
formation of a new type of bilingualism—one in which this new liaison taps into the internet‘s English language and the villager/
farmer‘s respective language, be it Hindi or a regionally specific dialect.  From the communication perspective, Dr. Bhatia regards 
this as an extremely powerful grassroots, bottom-up model of marketing.  
 Detailed information can be found in the recent, second edition publication of Dr. Bhatia‘s book: Advertising &Marketing 
in Rural India.  But his work does not stop here.  Having recently received a research and writing grant for a third book, Dr. Bhatia 
will once again depart—and this time, to Japan.. When asked how his Japanese is, Dr. Bhatia's eyes twinkle as he chuckles, ―My 
Japanese is not good.  I think I can barely survive…but I am lucky that they will provide me with the necessary facilities.‖ Dr. 
Bhatia will be working on a dual project as a visiting Distinguished Research Professor at Tokyo University of Foreign Studies at 
the Institute for the Study of Languages and Culture of Asia and Africa.  The first project will examine the dynamics between re-
ligion, language and advertising.  The second will focus on linguistic variations of Hindi.   
 For a person who is so driven by research, Dr. Bhatia finds this method of learning to be a ―humbling experience.‖  He 
recalls spending his time in rural India by simply sitting with and listening to the villagers.  Dr. Bhatia drew inspiration from these 
villagers‘ ―raw intelligence and ingenuity.‖  Raw intelligence cannot be learned through books, but rather it is enriched through 
experience, says Dr. Bhatia.  Though research and time abroad also means time away from his family, Dr. Bhatia admits he draws 
his strength from daily communication with his children and wife.   
 Upon first entering Dr. Bhatia‘s office, I noticed a black chalkboard hanging behind his desk.  A child‘s writing read, ―Hi 
Dad.‖  When asked, Dr. Bhatia recalls that the note was left by his, then, seven year old daughter.  This same daughter has just 
recently completed a master‘s degree in chemical engineering!  In a way, it is fitting that Dr. Bhatia should hold onto this note 
from many years ago. His connection with rural India, reveals a deep reverence for the past.  Yet he still seeks new and creative 
modes of languages.  Dr. Bhatia is a man of raw intelligence—one who is ―absolutely willing to accept [his] shortcomings…
because the more you do, the more you learn.‖  
 Therefore, it is also fitting that Dr. Bhatia concludes each day of class with a twinkle in his eyes and a most cheery grin, 
telling his students, ―maze kiijie,‖ which means: have a lot of fun! 
—Helen Chung  
Continued  from pg 7 
ancient diagram.  During that weekend I witnessed devotees of Chinese and Indian heritages willingly accepting teaching from 
this young German woman.  Similarly the vibrant Lebanese disciple of Jaggi Vasudev, the founder of Isha Yoga, had forty Indian 
men and women—many recent émigrés from the IT professions—accepting her in the role of their guide and guru for this innova-
tive yoga program.  
 Admittedly these are small instances in a city-state where ethnic and religious borders do exist.  But all of these move-
ments have a global reach.  Isha Yoga Centers reach from London to Beirut, with a major ashram in Tennessee; disciples are head-
ing to cities in Africa next month.   Likewise Mata Amritanandamayi travels the world and disciples of Sri Kaleshwar come from 
Japan and Germany to his ashram in South India.  I am beginning to think of these new global movements as gossamer threads 
that net the world—thin, but perhaps tough.  Could this be called the Waterloo effect? 
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Director's message 2008 :This year's message comes from a slight distance: I am on leave for one scant and fleeting semester.  
My body is mostly in Ithaca but my head is in Rajasthan as I pursue research and writing projects about rural modernities, goddess 
shrines, folklore dramatizing the importance of charitable giving, and the transforming religious and social landscapes of a small mar-
ket town. Needless to say, thanks to the everyday mixed blessings of electronic communication, I remain perpetually attentive to the 
South Asia Center.  
 This newsletter reports a momentous change in our Center personnel with the lamented departure of Jishnu Shankar who 
had been the soul of Syracuse South Asia since before the beginning of time. Jishnu, as his letter in this issue elaborates, shifted in 
August to a career trajectory he had long desired, joining the nation's first Flagship Hindi program at the University of Texas.  Texas 
"raided" him from us, and we can only say that being raided is the highest form of flattery, however bittersweet.  We return to bliss 
(pun intended) with the welcome arrival of Anand Dwivedi who serves now, as did Jishnu, both as Associate Center Director and 
Hindi instructor.  We were fortunate indeed to find an experienced Hindi teacher already based in our region. Anand's other half, 
Natalie Sarrazin, is an ethnomusicologist of South Asia who teaches at SUNY College at Brockport, and is herself a valued addition 
to our NESSA (North East Scholars of South Asia) community.  
 Fall 07 was just as busy and exciting as spring 08 is proving to be.  In this issue you can read detailed accounts of many re-
cent Center activities.  These began in late summer with Elephant Extravaganza -- our first Outreach collaboration with the Syracuse 
Zoo.  The semester on campus opened with two dazzling events virtually back to back: a brilliant concert by the Calcutta Quartet for 
which we gained co-sponsorship from U-Encounter and the Central New York Humanities Corridor; and a major international con-
ference, Health Care in Transition in South Asia, which had record-breaking numbers of co-sponsors across the University thanks to 
Susan Wadley and Cecilia VanHollen's heroic efforts.  Fall also saw a fruitful collaboration with Newhouse School of Public Com-
munication on a lecture by renowned photojournalist Pablo Bartholomew.    My repetitive stress on co-sponsorship and collabo-
rative endeavors is deliberate: our Center funds for events are very modest, no more than seed money.  The splendid cultural and in-
tellectual activities we are able to produce and promote all depend on sustaining and creatively expanding our networks throughout 
and beyond the University.  This past year has happily seen increasing cooperation with various South Asian student and community 
organizations -- all of which resulted in further opportunities for everyone to learn about, participate in, and enjoy South Asian cul-
ture.  For example, we helped ICCRC bring to Syracuse an astonishing performance by a troupe of vision-impaired Bharat Natyam 
dancers.  We also co-sponsored a student dance competition, the Desi Dance Project.  
 This spring Subho Basu, from the Department of History, kindly agreed to run the Seminar Series which kicked off with a 
public lecture by eminent British historian Crispin Bates, marking the 150th anniversary of the Rebellion of 1857. Almost weekly 
presentations, by a healthy mix of visitors from other institutions and our own advanced graduate students, follow.  
 In 2007, besides directing the South Asia Center, I served as coordinator of the Cultures and Religions cluster of the Mellon 
Humanities Corridor linking Syracuse with Cornell and the University of Rochester. An auspicious confluence of regional interests at 
all three institutions has led to some spectacular prospects. On our own campus this spring we host Music Moves Religion: Perform-
ance Networks in Indian Ocean Cultures which includes two extraordinary concerts and an academic conference, April 18-20, 2008.  
On the Cornell campus, October 3-5, 2008, a conference on Religion and Culture in the Indian Ocean, 18th-century to the Present,  
will be our South Asia consortium symposium with expanded horizons.  Mark your calendars accordingly!  
 This newsletter brings you information from and about faculty and students currently pursuing research on South Asia in 
places as far flung as Singapore, Japan and Chile as well as many who are, or recently have been, in the subcontinent. We currently 
have graduate students at work on advanced language or doctoral research in Bangladesh, Bengal, Haryana, Ladakh, Rajasthan and 
Tamilnad. Language teaching and the administration of FLAS awards remain as ever our top priority missions and raison d'etre: I am 
most grateful to Cecilia VanHollen, Department of Anthropology, for agreeing to chair the FLAS Selection Committee during my 
leave.  
        In 2007-08 together with our consortium partner Cornell, and with indispensable help from the LLL Department and the Arts 
and Sciences Deans Office, our Center launched its fledgling attempt to offer distance learning language classes, using the brand new 
specially equipped classroom in Tolley.  There our own instructor, Sheela Chavan, has bravely mastered all kinds of advanced tech-
nology to teach Tamil successfully to Cornell students; and there one Syracuse student was able to study Bengali with Cornell's Sree-
mati Mukherjee.  Facilitating in the Bengali classroom was Razima Chowdhury, who we are delighted to welcome to campus this 
year as a Fulbright Language Teaching Associate for Bangla. While anyone involved can tell you that distance learning has its ups 
and downs, we are proud of our achievements thus far and plan for expanded enrollments in 08-09.  
 Outreach Coordinator Kasturi Gupta is now in her third year with SAC, and contributes to our multiple successes in multiple 
ways. Kasturi's Outreach skills have become so famous and popular that we have found it difficult to meet secondary school requests 
for presentations and visits.  This spring she has invited an entire class from Chittenango High School to our campus for a half day of 
South Asia-related instruction and activities.  I should not fail to recognize the invaluable contributions of our annually rotating 
Graduate Assistants from the International Relations Master's Program.  We've been incredibly fortunate in the last two years to have 
received such capable and enthusiastic assistance from Suprita Kudesia (06-07) and Helen Hyun Chung (07-08). For administrative 
infrastructure as well as global orientations, we rely on our location in the Moynihan Institute and on its people, whose contributions 
to our programs are multiple and invaluable. While I strive, however imperfectly, to recognize and praise so many individual acts that 
keep us going, it is clear to me that our South Asia Center has a life of its own and a durability that transcends individuals even while 
depending totally on their collective hours of effort. I urge you all to partake and participate! —- Ann Grodzins Gold aggold@syr.edu 
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Bangladesh Comes to Campus via Razima 
A  Fulbright Language Teaching Assistant, far from home: Syracuse University‘s first Bengali teacher, Razima Chowdhury, comes to the South Asia Center with depth of 
spirit and the heart of a true teacher.  Her philosophy is that: life is a roller coaster—
sometimes you are afraid of it, but you should always have fun with it; these are also the 
chances where you have to stretch yourself and get the best out of life.  She impressed me 
during our interview by sprinkling her life philosophies—little mottos that she has carried 
with her from Bangladesh.  
   Present for the duration of the 2007-2008 academic year, Chowdhury serves as the 
Teaching Assistant for Cornell University‘s primary instructor of Bengali, Professor 
Sreemati Mukherjee.  She facilitates for the Bengali language students of both Syracuse 
and Cornell Universities through video conferencing in the specially equipped distance 
learning classroom.  She lightheartedly jests how, even though the machines do not al-
ways work the way they should—she is still impressed by the power of technology.  
Chowdhury also admits that the ―first thing [she] did was to take a picture of [her] class-
room and sent it back home.‖  
 Indeed, to bridge the distance of thousands of miles, she maintains regular contact with family and friends in Bangla-
desh via the internet.  Chowdhury also confessed that the isolation from her circle of family and friends is both surprising and 
challenging.  Here in the USA, one‘s social life is determined by choice.  You can choose whether or not you want to see some-
one—you can just go straight home at your choosing.  But in Bangladesh, by contrast, whether she welcomes it or not, she is 
constantly faced with questions of: ―What are you doing?  Where are you going?  When will you be returning?‖  And yet, 
Chowdhury appreciates this period of relative solitude for it affords her the opportunity for introspection—to really ―examine 
[her] life as a whole.‖  
 Chowdhury‘s background is in English Literature and Language.  She completed her masters in Applied Linguistics 
and English Language Teaching (ELT).  When asked who her favorite authors were, she reveals a fondness for 20 th century po-
etry, specifically, Sylvia Plath.  But really, she prefers to extend herself beyond English Literature and into World Literature.  
Therefore, she allows English to serve as a tool and bridge into other literatures. Currently, Chowdhury teaches undergraduates. 
She began her full-time teaching career in 2005.  When asked what sort of, if any, surprise she has found in teaching, she reveals 
this philosophy: ―the surprises of teaching are those you find in the classroom.‖  Language classes in particular create a common 
ground where ―opinions come in contact—you share, you understand, you exchange, you get new ideas—with an open mind, 
you can learn a lot.‖  Hence, to Chowdhury the language classroom, in particular, serves as a living, dynamic arena full of reve-
lations and development.  
 Similarly the teacher‘s relationship with students must also be dynamic.  Chowdhury notes that one can never general-
ize advice to a student, for a common mistake is to lump all students together.  For a teacher to make a difference, she must 
―tailor…[her] considerations for each student.‖  Indeed, Chowdhury reflects how teaching itself has taught her patience.  
Chowdhury also reveals that her own teacher/mentor has been her sister—whom she says embodies intellect and courage.  By 
possessing this duality, one has the will to act both righteously and courageously. As her Fulbright fellowship has introduced 
many first experiences, I would honestly argue that Chowdhury possesses her own intellect and courage.  Syracuse University 
has afforded her a first time experience in crossing the Ocean, as well as her first thrill with snow -- a white wonder and plenty 
of it!  Upon first landing in New York City, she was especially excited to be in the company of so many internationals.  And 
during her free time, she listens to music and has become a devoted fan of Netflix—an internet dvd-borrowing site.   
 Yet while absorbing the cultures of Syracusean life, Chowdhury still holds steady to her own culture.  Beyond her role 
as an instructor of Bengali, she considers herself to be a ―representative of Bangladesh‖— her country and culture.  She does not 
presume to be the ―perfect example of a cultural ambassador;‖ rather, she simply hopes to challenge misconceptions and answer 
any queries.  She punctuates her commitment with yet another Chowdhury-philosophy: you should always challenge your igno-
rance. When asked from whom or from where does she derive such passion, strength, and enthusiasm, Chowdhury simply re-
plies that because of uncertainty and not knowing what‘s going to happen, ―it kind of makes me feel like I need to enjoy the 
moment.‖  Very telling; very honest; very insightful—here‘s to Razima Chowdhury‘s final semester at Syracuse University and 
the South Asia Center. 
Jennifer Smith: Civil engineering in Hindi  
T he Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowship (FLAS) Program affords students the opportunity for increasing their language competency, in addition to stipend and tuition credit provisions.  For Jennifer Smith, a Civil Engineering student 
working with Dr. Shobha K. Bhatia as her advisor, FLAS provided a unique opportunity to link multiple and different worlds; it 
allowed Smith to combine her knowledge base and background in Civil Engineering with Hindi language courses and Public 
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Administration courses—so as ultimately to expand her skill set and research.  Her research 
took her to India where she evaluated the technological, political and cultural aspects of 
natural fibers that are used for erosion control.  
There are a variety of fibers, both synthetic and non-synthetic, that are used for erosion 
control.  In today‘s environmentally conscious, globalized world, sustainability is a ‗hot‘ 
topic.  More and more individuals and companies are looking towards natural fibers and 
natural solutions, such as jute, coir, straw and wood, to name a few.  Therefore, Smith 
looked towards coir, the natural fiber found in coconut husks—and this ultimately, lead her 
to the coir industry of Kerala in Southern India.  Kerala means ―the land of coconuts‖.  In 
addition to site visits, Smith also conducted interviews with women laborers, manufactur-
ers, exporters, middlemen, researchers and state and federal officials.  
 As the greater percentage of this industry was created and, literally, woven by the 
working hands of women—Smith examined the ever-increasing pressure of globalization 
and its effect on women workers.  Having taken six semesters, Smith asserts that ―having 
knowledge of Hindi was invaluable in interacting with the indigenous residents, engineers 
and policy makers in India.‖  She also conducted library research collecting Hindi articles 
related to the coir industry, women, and other engineering issues, such as rainwater har-
vesting and dam building.  She later translated these articles under the guidance of Dr. Tej Bhatia, to gain indigenous knowledge 
of engineering techniques, social issues and policies.  
 Smith emphasizes that the FLAS allowed her a rounded-perspective and opportunity to extend the technical skills of 
engineering into the policy aspect of Public Administration.  She admits the common trappings of engineering where one can 
become so focused on finding the technical solution.  But with FLAS, Smith was able to take such courses as ―Public Budget-
ing‖ and ―Policy and Administration in Development Countries‖—these in turn, allowed her to further examine the inner work-
ings of policy making and political wills.  The language courses, further, provided depth of knowledge into the Indian culture 
and customs.  
 ―I was always interested in India,‖ Smith repeats.  In fact, she recalls corresponding with a pen-pal from India from 
ninth grade on through her early college years.  After working as a professional engineer for eight years, the FLAS allowed 
Smith to return to Syracuse University.  Having been able to marry the language with her engineering background and policy 
perspective, along the way acquiring a PhD in Civil Engineering and an MA in Public Administration, Smith feels that this ex-
perience, which led to first-of-its-kind laboratory testing of natural erosion control products, numerous papers in refereed jour-
nals, and a forthcoming book from Morgan & Claypool Publishers relating engineering and policy to social science, ―would not 
have been possible without FLAS.‖  
 Therefore, while the women of Kerala were weaving their coir together, Smith was weaving her own self.  She feels 
lucky for and is grateful to the FLAS program for having provided the beneficial opportunity for a person like herself to ―branch 
out‖ beyond engineering borders—and to finally connect, or rather, weave together these multiple strands of the cultural, techni-
cal, and political aspects of her research.  
 In addition, Smith has accepted a faculty position in the Construction Management and Wood Products Engineering 
Department at the SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry.  In this position, she will continue to weave engineer-
ing and policy with social science, viewing the world through a different lens.   
Muslim Cultures Program in London 
T he Muslim Cultures Program, a new summer program directed by Professor Tazim R. Kassam, will be launched in summer 2008 at Syracuse University 
Abroad's London center. Students will encounter Muslim diversity in multicultural 
London, and Islamic arts in Istanbul and Granada. Courses include Muslim Civiliza-
tion, Gender and Globalization, and Media and Politics. Professor Gustav Niebuhr 
will also teach a course. The program is supported by Chancellor Nancy Cantor's 
scholarship fund.  
 
For more information  please call 1-800-235-3472 
  
HOMAM IN MADURAI: Nicole Wilson, AIIS Language Fellow reports from India 
I  woke up fairly early one morning to the incessant ringing of my doorbell.  Standing at my door was my host paatti (―grandmother‖ in Tamil) – it was time to get ready for the homam (fire ritual in which cloth, fruit, and money is offered 
and burned) to Sri Maha Devashdami.  As my host mother would not be attending the day‘s main event due to a cold, paatti 
took it upon herself to suit me up for the occasion, all the while frowning at how my kalyani cotton sari was far too wrinkled to 
tie.   
  Paatti and I set out from the neighborhood Pillayar (Ganesh) Temple where we met other neighborhood women who had re-
ceived the flyer advertising the homam.  As we approached the bus stand, I could see my host mother‘s guru waiting for familiar 
faces.  As with so many other buses in Tamilnadu, the wait for the next bus was rather long (even though a schedule had been 
consulted).  This did not concern the women in the slightest as it provided a perfect venue for family and neighborhood gossip.  
Having spent at least 10 minutes trying to deduce what the women were talking about, I noticed that the conversation topic had 
been switched to my involvement at the local temple.  ―Amma (in this context, a term of reverence for the female guru who leads 
the women‘s group with which I am involved and who is central to my dissertation research), Nicolie (the silent ―e‖ in my name 
no longer silent in Tamil pronunciation) did kumkum archana (the blessing of the red powder applied to foreheads of devotees 
by reciting the many names of the deity) for ALL nine nights of Navaratri!‖ they bragged.  The guru gave me an approving smile 
then turned to my paatti who was adjusting the gold borders of the other women‘s saris.  She felt one could not go to an event of 
this kind with a carelessly tied sari; this was a time to look our best.  
 After a lengthy bus adventure and a cramped ride in an auto rickshaw, we arrived at the mandapam (hall).  Because the 
guru we had accompanied needed to attend to preparations for puja (the most common Hindu practice for worship) and 
abishekam (the ritual cleansing of the deity with liquids such as milk, honey, and sandalwood water), she motioned to us to take 
a seat behind the male Brahmin devotees.  While this was a privileged spot for women in a relatively gender divided hall, it was 
also incredibly close to the heat and smoke of the homam.  This, however, turned out to be an auspicious spot to take up resi-
dence during the festivities as I was later told that while my eyes burned and I was coughing from the smoke, I had acquired 
more sakti (in the most general sense of the term, power) because of my proximity to the sacred fire. The proper religious re-
quirements completed, I next received a cue from my paatti and we quickly made our way to the lunch line (or lunch ―crowd‖ in 
this temple setting).  Paatti was/is a sweet yet forceful character who tried her hardest to push us into the mess hall for the first 
sitting, but it was to no avail.  I, being a person who does not see the efficiency of pushing and crowding into a space, was re-
lieved once paatti finally gave up and we sat down to wait with the other women in the group. After lunch it was time to collect 
prasadam (food that has been blessed during the puja) and any other temple ―give-a-ways‖ which might be of use in our puja 
rooms at home.  Not having an appetite for ghee-infused Indian sweets, I decided to take some pictures of the homam and deco-
rated deities.  Concentrating on the quality of my pictures, I did not notice a priest beckoning me to take a pile of flowers and 
neem leaves as the other women had done.  Recognizing my error, I quickly grabbed the end of my sari and awkwardly 
stretched it out following the women‘s example.  This was a cause for great laughter among the group as the end of my sari was 
so contorted that only half of the flowers made it into my bag for safekeeping. While the actual homam was a learning experi-
ence in itself, the most rewarding part of my 
day was the 10-kilometer auto rickshaw ride 
back to our neighborhood.  Although it was 
an abnormally large auto rickshaw, it was 
still a tight squeeze when we finally managed 
to fit all 12 of us into the vehicle.  Not only 
did this make for some tangled arms and legs, 
but also a relaxed atmosphere into which I 
immediately felt welcomed.  On the ride 
home we joked about everything from 
Raani‘s (a follower of my Indian host 
mother‘s guru) desire to sleep all the time to 
how I should marry a good South Indian 
Tamil boy.   
 Many more of my experiences in 
Madurai, Tamilnadu can be likened to this 
one.  I have found that the best way to learn a 
language is to involve oneself in the commu-
nity – not only to learn new vocabulary 
words, but also to create friendships which 
foster great conversation and an extensive 
support network. 
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An Unlikely Friendship: Overcoming Language Barriers in Rural India  
  
 During the four months I lived and interned in Mhaswad, a town in rural Maharash-
tra, India, I spent a lot of time with Tinki.  Tinki was one of the domestic helpers in the house 
where I lived, and she also worked at the women‘s microfinance bank and NGO where I in-
terned.  Every day she arrived at the house by eight a.m., and every day I greeted her with a 
hearty ―Good morning!‖  She would flash me a dimpled smile and reply, ―Good Morning, 
you want tea?‖  I soon discovered that our morning greeting was about the extent of Tinki‘s 
English.  Consequently, we had to communicate in Hindi.  With only two semesters of Hindi 
under my belt and Hindi as her second language (Marathi was the first language of the area I 
was in), many of our conversations were slow, exceedingly basic and full of gestures. Never-
theless, Tinki was one of the people I grew close to during my time in Mhaswad and one of 
the most amazing women I met there.  In her early thirties, she had three children (the oldest 
of whom was fifteen), a husband, and two jobs.  She could do everything from chew paan to 
make chappatis.  She had a distinctive strut and an even more distinctive voice.  She usually 
communicated at a yell, and she was always willing to try to understand my Hindi.  
 Within the first month of my arrival, the Ganpati festival blessed rural Maharashtra 
with ten days of music and merriment.  The majority of the festival happenings seem to be 
enjoyed by men, but there were three days of the festival especially for women.  Those three 
days celebrated a visit of the goddess Gauri to Ganpati. To celebrate Gauri‘s arrival, women 
would construct statues of the goddess inside their homes and surround the statue with a 
decorated altar full of offerings of sweets and fruits.  The women would then travel in small 
groups to the houses of their female relatives and friends.  They would have a short visit, genuflect before the goddess, eat some 
sweets and raw sugar, and then move on to the next house.  
 Tinki invited the other intern and I to see her Gauri statues.  She had made two Gauris and arranged them inside a dis-
play complete with draped fabric and beads.  We ate sweets and sugar and then made to leave.  However, before we were al-
lowed to go back to work, we were invited to visit the Gauri statues in the neighbors‘ houses and in the houses of many of 
Tinki‘s friends.  In the five blocks between Tinki‘s house and the bank, we probably visited twelve Gauris.  Each visit included 
the woman of the house giving us a handful of raw sugar.  We were running on such a sugar high that after about the fourth 
house we had to start finding ways to surreptitiously dispose of the sugar. In each house the women welcomed us openly.  Our 
conversations were limited to my very basic Hindi, but smiles went a long way to increase mutual understanding.  Several of the 
women asked for photos either of us or with us, and we graciously obliged.  That was the least we could do when the women 
had shown us such hospitality despite the communication barrier.  
 The Gauri festival turned out to be just one of many adventures with Tinki.  Tinki went with me to buy my first sari, 
and then she helped me put it on.  When I visited her friend Archana‘s house, she would join us and have tea.  One time she 
asked me if I would bring my camera and take photos of her dressed up in her daughter‘s salwar kameez.  Tinki loved photos, 
and any that I took of her or her family I would make copies of and give to her.  
 Toward the end of my time in Mhaswad, Tinki invited me to her cousin‘s wedding.  She did not seem to mind that I 
had never met her cousin, never been to an Indian wedding, and did not speak Marathi.  I had to teach to teach an English class 
the morning of the wedding, but Tinki arranged for one of the men from the NGO to drive me to the wedding when class was 
over.  This involved me sitting sidesaddle, without a helmet, on the back of a motorcycle and riding about twenty minutes at top 
speed to the wedding site.  Once I arrived, I sat next to Tinki on the side of the temple where the women were sitting.  Tinki 
tried to explain to me what was going on during the ceremony, but I understood only about twenty percent of what she said.  The 
rest I had to guess. After the ceremony, Tinki took me to a different area of the temple and sat down with me to eat.  While we 
ate, the wedding photographer and videographer came over and recorded me eating.  Then, Tinki had the photographer take a 
photo with the new couple and me.  After the photos, I was ushered out of the temple, put onto another motorcycle and driven 
back to work.  It was the quickest wedding I have ever attended.  
 Tinki was one of the highlights of my time in India.  She always looked after me but wasn‘t over protective.  She was 
extremely patient when I didn‘t understand what she was trying to tell me, and she always had a smile ready.  When she took me 
places, she acted like having a foreigner attend the event was the most natural thing in the world.  She had a wonderful sense of 
humor and spent a good quantity of her day teasing people.  She was supremely confident, but no task was beneath her.  She 
worked hard every day of the week but always seemed to find great joy in life.  When I left Mhaswad, Tinki made me promise 
to write.  She told me to come back some day and she wished me a good journey.  I look forward to the day when I can see her 
again.  
—Brenna Shea Dougan, FLAS fellow for Hindi and student in the Maxwell School's MPA/MA-IR Program  
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Letter from Bharatpur  
Ian Wilson and Emera Bridger Wilson, both PhD students in the Anthropology department, are presently doing their disserta-
tion research in Bharatpur, Rajasthan. Ian, a Fulbright-Hayes fellow, is interested in the ways in which people understand the 
past of the former princely state of Bharatpur. Emera, an AIIS Junior Fellow, is examining the issue of water resource manage-
ment and its relationship to economic development in the Gambhir watershed, Rajasthan. One of the main foci of her project is 
Keoladeo National Park, located in Bharatpur. It is a UNESCO World Heritage site known for its diversity of bird species. 
They arrived in Bharatpur in mid-January and below they reflect on their arrival to "the field." 
 Ian writes:  Since I had spent, with the support of the South Asia Center and the Moynihan Global Affairs Institute, sev-
eral weeks over the last few years in Bharatpur, coming for fieldwork has felt a bit like a homecoming. Much of these first two 
weeks has been spent trying to reconnect with people I had met in earlier visits. In having chance meetings in the street, re-
establishing myself at the Shri Hindi Sahitya Samiti library, or making house calls, much of my time has been spent in telling of 
my own life in the two and a half years that I have been away, my doing ‗competitions‘ for research support, my progress to-
wards the Ph D that I am still working towards, and, most importantly, my recent marriage. Along with the pleasure of sharing 
these events with people in Bharatpur, there has been the pleasure of hearing of others‘ weddings or getting naukri 
(employment) as well as the pain of hearing of peoples‘ passing in their youth or suffering the difficulties of aging. However, 
through all of these pleasant and painful discussions of the passing of time, the core of many of these conversations has been 
our sharing of a mutual remembering of one another during my absence.  
 My arrival with a spouse has also meant not only receiving invitations for dinners or lunches to be taken with the family, 
largely the men of the family, but also invitations for both of us so that everyone can meet either their new Bahu (daughter-in-
law) or their new Bhabhi-Ji (Elder Brother‘s Wife). On one occasion, this has meant a simple request from a woman ‗to bring 
her daughter‘s father‘s new daughter-in-law to our shop‘, while on another occasion, we have received an invitation home so 
that we can have a full Braj-style meal as well as a proper nazarana in which the women of the house will offer gifts on the 
occasion of their first viewing of the new bride. The warmth of these invitations has been overwhelming, and it has been diffi-
cult in these first few weeks to balance all of the various invitations that we have received.  
 In addition to the pleasures of such intimacy and the inclusion of our small family into other larger families, the begin-
ning of fieldwork has also been marked by the difficulty of finding an idiom to explain both what I am trying to research and 
how my interests are broader than the dusty books and crumbling papers that itihas (history) implies. When I announce my in-
terest in stories, I often either hear an appreciative discussion of the memories and narratives of older men or sense an assump-
tion that such work must involve some unknown other people who are the sources of such stories. The progression of many 
discussions, however, often leads to the emergence of some small bits of narrative that indicate that so much more is known, yet 
the existence of someone else who must know more hangs over the conversation. However, I must assume that this feeling of 
frustration is common in the beginning, and I am trying to overcome this frustration through trying keep up on my notes, return-
ing to ask again, and finding out how to assure those with whom I speak that I appreciate and am interested in what they know. 
This is the work yet to be done over these many months while also enjoying and sharing the warmth of friendship and kinship.  
 Emera writes:  "Madam, you need a rickshaw?" the older man in the pink turban called out from across the street. I 
shook my head dismissively and continued down the dusty road toward the entrance to Keoladeo National Park. This was the 
day that I had looked forward to for over a year, the day that I would arrive in Bharatpur to start my fieldwork. But now that the 
day had come, I found myself frustrated with the rickshaw-wallas with whom I hoped to work. My initial interactions with the 
rickshaw-wallas presented me with a challenge that I had not expected, though in retrospect was not particularly surprising—
everyone assumed I was a tourist and therefore I was treated like a tourist. By the third day of saying no to all of the ten rick-
shaw-wallas I passed, one central question weighed on my mind: how could I reject their constant pleas for my business while 
trying to build another type of relationship with them, a relationship not of tourist and rickshaw-walla, but one of researcher and 
informant?   
 After a week, however, I found that my concerns were largely unfounded. Because there are approximately 120 rick-
shaw-wallas that work at the park, I figured that I would have to find some way of introducing myself to them on an individual 
basis. About seven days after arriving, I decided that I would spend the day sitting at the canteen located just before the second 
check-post that separates the buffer area from the park proper. I bought myself a tea and sat on the broad concrete bench off to 
the side of the building. Within minutes, one or two rickshaw-wallas came over to figure out who I was and what I was doing. 
So, there I sat for a whole day talking with the men as they stopped to get tea. I was unsure of how they would react when they 
found out I was doing research, but overall I found that most of them were excited to talk to me about the park and their liveli-
hood. Many of them knew Ian from his previous visits, making me less of a stranger than I had anticipated. Since then, I have 
visited with these same men each day, which consists of drinking lots of tea, trying to explain how life works in the United 
States, and listening to them as they talk about their families, how the park has changed over time, and their perceptions of the 
local economy. Though I still have a lot of work ahead of me, I feel better knowing that I have a group of people who have 
started to welcome me into their lives. 
—Ian Wilson and Emera Bridger are Doctoral Candidates in the Department of Anthropology 
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Music For the Masses: Calcutta Quartet in Syracuse 
H ow do you describe music? – rhythmic, melodious, mellifluous…? I will not use any of it – too cli-
chéd! I will simply say that the Calcutta Quartet created 
magic the warm September evening they performed at the 
Hendricks Chapel, Syracuse University. And this is not 
simply speaking from nostalgia of an expatriate Indian 
(from Calcutta no less) but as a music connoisseur trained 
in Classical music. This, however, was Classical music 
with a difference – not the usual repertoire of the age-old 
ragas rendered with traditional faithfulness. This was 
experimental and passionate. The seats were full and the 
program ended with the audience wanting much more – 
and this was an achievement, given it was a Tuesday evening.   
 The group is of course one of the better known in India and the four members are Devshankar Guha and Jyotishankar 
Guha, known popularly as the violin brothers, Subhen Chatterjee on tabla, and Pandit S Shekhar on mridangam. They have com-
posed music for critically acclaimed films and have received prestigious awards. All this can draw audiences, but what can really 
keep them in their seats (besides the merit of the music of course) is the personality of the performers. The Quartet engaged the 
audience, and the session was more interactive than is usually the case with concerts; and the camaraderie among the group added 
to the drama. There were moments of humor as well – again, not generally associated with Classical music.  
 And now I must get a little traditional with my concluding paragraph and commend the South Asia Center for organizing 
and sponsoring this musical evening -- in the hope that there will be more events like this one. 
—Rinku Chatterjee  
The Health Conferences at Syracuse University 
H ealth care in our increasingly globalized world is constantly changing, due in part to factors 
such as the emergence of new forms of illness like 
HIV/AIDS, the increased privatization of health care 
that followed on structural adjustment policies in the 
1980s, and the more recent growth of medical tour-
ism.  Two back-to-back conferences at Syracuse Uni-
versity addressed these issues: the first examined the 
intersections between gender, sexuality and HIV/
AIDS (Sept. 27-28) while the second examined the 
changing landscapes of health care in modern South 
Asia (Sept. 28-29). These were the first public health 
conferences held on campus bringing together interna-
tional and national experts in the field and Syracuse 
University students and faculty.  A major pre-
conference event was renowned medical anthropologist Paul Farmer's appearance on campus to give the Freshman Lecture on his 
work in Haiti.  
 The HIV/AIDS conference assembled an interdisciplinary group of scholars and advocates working in various contexts to 
examine critically the gendered, sexualized, and globalized character of HIV/AIDS pandemic and responses to it.  Following this, 
the South Asia-focused conference examined the state of health and health care in South Asia which has been going through a 
transformation in the last two decades in the wake of increasing liberalization and privatization of health care and in the context of 
globalization and its impact on disease, medicine, and health care delivery. This conference was organized by the Cornell and 
Syracuse University South Asia Consortium.  
 Some key speakers at the linked health events were Lesley Doyal, Judith Auerbach, Cecilia Van Hollen, Lawrence 
Cohen, Sajeda Amin, Jennifer Hyndman, Alaka Basu, Jeremy Shiffman and Roger Hallas.  The topics of their papers ranged from 
HIV Marriage to Transnational Perspectives on Gay Men‘s Sexuality to Political Economies of Women‘s Risk. Two panels in the 
South Asia portion of the conference were on ‗Transformations and challenges to health care in South Asia‘ and ‗Healthcare pol-
icy and practice at the intersections of globalization, the state, and community: Reproductive health and HIV/AIDS‘. The South 
Asia conference also had a panel exclusively for students who presented on their current research.  The three speakers were Mad-
hura Lohokare and Karen McNamara from Anthropology and Kasturi Gupta from Sociology.  
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Drawing India— 2008 
 
 
 Professor John Thompson of Visual and 
Performing Arts, once again took a group of stu-
dents to India this winter for his course, ―Drawing 
India.‖ Participants were Sarah Cressler, Christo-
pher Holmes, Nishan Patel, Bethany Post, Devin 
Scannell, Molly Siwula, and Heather Williamson. 
We present a very small sampling of their won-
derful work. 
Christopher B. Holmes in India 
← 
View of Pushkar pilgrimage center by 
Christopher B. Holmes 
From the sketchbook of Heather L. Williamson 
→  
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Report on Asian Elephant Extravaganza 2007 
C ommunity outreach is one of the core activities of the South Asian Center at Syracuse University and our 
participation in the Asian Elephant Extravaganza 2007 
sponsored by the Rosamond Gifford Zoo at Syracuse was 
an auspicious kickoff for our fall 2007 activities. This event 
was organized by the zoo on August 18, 2007 to celebrate 
the Asian elephants as well as the cultures of the countries 
they are native to. As we all know, elephants are an integral 
part of South Asian culture and the Center took this oppor-
tunity to educate the community. With the help of our 
South Asian Center faculty, students and staff who volun-
teered for this Saturday morning event, we presented a vari-
ety of activities that were main attractions of the Extrava-
ganza. The biggest crowd pleasers were a Bharat Natyam 
performance of South Indian classical dance by Paroma 
Nandi and an Indian Fashion show by Roshan Seth and his 
team members Jasmine, Jennifer, Tejas, Krithika, Monica, 
Rachana, Laura, and Subroto. These took center stage and 
children and adults alike marveled at some of the colorful 
diversity of the subcontinent.  
 Throngs of curious visitors attended the Syracuse 
University stall at the event. Many were interested in the 
dozens of artifacts from Indian culture, such as the idols of 
lord Ganesha, the elephant headed Hindu god that were on 
display. Many younger visitors were interested in ―the no-
ble game of the Elephant and Castle‖ a board game from 
1822 AD (courtesy of Dr. Romita Ray‘s personal collec-
tion). Last but not least, one of the most popular activities 
was our Henna stall, where Smita Rane and her friend tire-
lessly colored and made elephant insignia on hundreds of 
young and adult palms using an herbal paste. According to 
the Zoo‘s statistics, 4163 children and adults visited the zoo 
for this event.  We are looking forward to participation in 
Asian Elephant Extravaganza 2008 -- scheduled for Satur-
day, August 16: see you there! 
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Subho Basu, History, published the book, Paradise Lost: State 
Failure in Nepal (Lexington Press, co-authored with Ali Riaz) 
as well as a journal article, "The Paradox of Peasant Worker: 
Re-conceptualizing workers‘ politics in Bengal 1890–
1939" (Modern Asian Studies)  
 
Ann Grodzins Gold, Religion and Anthropology, published 
three anthology chapters in 2007: "Gender," in Studying Hindu-
ism: Key Concepts and Methods, edited by Sushil Mittal and 
Gene Thursby (Routledge); "Contentment and Competence: 
Rajasthani Children Talk about Work, Play and School " (co-
authored with Bhoju Ram Gujar), in Childspace: An Anthropo-
logical Study of Children's Use of Space, edited by Karen 
Malone (Concept); and "Still Liminal After All These Years," 
in Teaching Ritual, edited by Catherine Bell (Oxford). Selected 
for inclusion in Historical Anthropology, edited by Saurabh 
Dube (Oxford in India Readings in Sociology and Social An-
thropology) was her co-authored chapter, "Shoes" from In the 
Time of Trees and Sorrows.  She presented a paper, 
"Awakening Generosity" at the International Conference on 
Yoga in Indian Traditions,  El Colegio de Mexico, Mexico City 
and gave a lecture titled " 'Undominated Regions':  Expressions 
of Dignity in Rajasthani Narratives," to the South Asia Center 
series on ―Dignity and Subalterns in South Asia," at the Univer-
sity of Washington, Seattle. 
Tazim Kassam, Religion, continued as Chair of the Depart-
ment.  She also continued her work as editor of Spotlight on 
Teaching for the American Academy of Religion, with two 
issues focused on "Religion, Media and Teaching Religion" and 
"The Other Within Christianity." She published the volume, 
Ginans: Texts and Contexts. Essays on Ismaili Hymns from 
South Asia in Honor of Zawahir Moir, co-edited with Francoise 
Mallison (Matrix) which included her chapter, "Reframing 
Ginanic Studies: Thoughts on Multiple Positions and Interpre-
tive Tropes." Among her public presentations were "Qur'an as 
Icon: Scripting and Scripturalizing Revelation" at the Ray 
Smith Symposium on Iconic Books at Syracuse University; 
"Religious Texts: Peace or Problem?" in a lecture Series on 
Sacred Texts and Contexts: Literalism and Interpretation, 
Chatauqua, Chagrin Falls; and "Cultural Imaginary, Civility 
and Citizenship" at the workshop on "Imagining Muslims/
Imagining Others: South Asia, Southeast Asia and Europe," 
Cornell University.  
 
Prema Kurien, Sociology, was Program Chair for the Society 
for the Scientific Study of Religion (SSSR) in 2007. She pub-
lished the book, A Place at the Table: Multiculturalism and the 
Development of an American Hinduism (Rutgers)  as well as 
several articles and essays including, ―Who Speaks for Indian 
Americans? Religion, Ethnicity and Political Forma-
tion‖ (American Quarterly);  ―Redefining Americanness by 
Reformulating Hinduism: Indian Americans Challenge Ameri-
can Academia,"  in Race, Nation, and Empire in American His-
tory edited by James T. Campbell, Mathew Guterl, and Robert 
Lee (University of  North Carolina); and ―Hindu Student Or-
ganizations‖ on the Social Science Research Council (SSRC) 
Web Forum, ―The Religious Engagements of American Under-
graduates‖ (http://religion.ssrc.org/reforum/Kurien).  
 
Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Women‘s Studies, will be con-
ferred the honorary degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Social 
Sciences on May 30, 2008 by Lund University, Sweden. Her 
current projects include a book with Minnie Bruce Pratt, At 
Home in the Struggle (Duke, forthcoming); an anthology co-
edited with Pratt and Robin Riley on Feminism and War (Zed, 
forthcoming) and the Sage Handbook of Identities, co-edited 
with Margaret Wetherell. 
Iswari Pandey, Writing Program, was co-winner of the Out-
standing Scholarship Award from International Writing Centers 
Association in April, 2007. 
 
Larry Schroeder, Political Science, directed the sixth annual 
training course for senior Indian civil service officers who are 
currently enrolled in a master's level public policy course at the 
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore. He also assisted in 
leading an eight week training program in public policy and 
management for IAS officers with 15 years of experience.  The 
training was carried out at the Lal Bahadur Shastri National 
Academy of Administration in Mussoorie India last April – 
June in conjunction with the IIMB faculty.  It was carried out 
under contract to the Government of India. 
 
Cecilia Van Hollen, Anthropology, was Undergraduate Direc-
tor for the department of Anthropology and was promoted to 
Associate Professor with Tenure. She also received the Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan Award for 2007 for outstanding teaching, 
research and services by an untenured faculty member from the 
Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse 
University. She published ―Navigating HIV, Pregnancy, and 
Childbearing in South India: Pragmatics and constraints in 
women‘s decision-making‖ (Medical Anthropology) and a book 
review of Yoga in Modern India: The Body Between Science 
and Philosophy by Joseph Alter (Journal of Asian Studies). She 
also co-organized and presented a paper at the linked interna-
tional conferences, ―Health Care in Transition in South Asia‖ 
and ―HIV/AIDS, Gender & Sexuality in the Globalized World‖ 
hosted at Syracuse by the Gender and Globalization Initiative 
and the South Asia Center.  
Susan S. Wadley, Anthropology and Ford Maxwell Professor 
of South Asian Studies, presented a paper, ―Possession: The 
Ritual of Dank‖ at the 36th Annual Conference on South Asia 
at the University of Wisconsin. She also published two articles 
in 2007:  ―Anthropology 300. Creating a Quilt Community at 
Syracuse University‖ (Voices: New York State Folklore Jour-
nal) and ―William and Charlotte Wiser: Missionaries as schol-
ars and development officers,‖ in Anthropology’s Debt to Mis-
sionaries edited by L. Plotnicov, Paula Brown, and Vinson Sut-
live (Pittsburgh: Ethnology Monographs No. 20).   
Faculty Updates 
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FLAS FELLOWS 
The South Asia Center has named six Foreign Language and 
Area Studies (FLAS) Fellows for this academic year, whose 
studies  whose reflect the interdisciplinary nature of the Fel-
lowship and its focus on language. We are proud to welcome 
to the Center‘s family the following individuals. For the 
2007-2008 academic year, Foreign Language Area Studies 
fellowships were awarded to: 
Daniel Cheifer                Religion 
Brenna Dougan    International Relations/ 
     MPA 
Sangeetha Ekambaram    Religion 
Laurah Klepinger-Mathew Anthropology  
Maggie Rajjala      International Relations 
  
Christine Shanaberger     Religion  
HONORS & AWARDS 
Emera Bridger, Karen McNamara and Ian Wilson, Ph.D. can-
didates in Anthropology, were awarded Fulbright-Hays Doc-
toral Dissertation Research Fellowships. 
 
Karen McNamara also received a dissertation research fel-
lowship from the American Institute of Bangladesh Studies 
and Emera Bridger also was awarded a junior fellowship 
from the American Institute of Indian Studies.  
 
Three Syracuse students received AIIS Academic Year Lan-
guage fellowships for 2007-08:  Connie Etter and Nicole Wil-
son are studying Tamil in Madurai and Lindsey Reider is 
studying Hindi in Jaipur. 
BHARATI SUMMER RESEARCH GRANT 
The friends and family of Agehananda Bharati established a 
memorial grant in his honor in the early 1990s. Each year, 
awards are made to doctoral students in the Maxwell School 
for research leading to their dissertation research on South 
Asia.  This year‘s recipients were from Anthropology: 
Karen McNamara, Connie Etter, Ian R Wilson, 
Emera Bridger, Laurah Klepinger-Mathew  
PUBLICATIONS on Information Technology 
Payal Banerjee 
―Flexible Hiring, Immigration, and Indian IT Workers‘ Ex-
periences of Contract Work in the U.S.‖ 2008. In People at 
Work: Life, Power, and Social Inclusion in the New Econ-
omy, Marjorie De Vault (Ed.). New York: New York Univer-
sity Press.  
 
Three recent Syracuse / Maxwell alumni have authored chap-
ters in a groundbreaking book on outsourcing in Bangalore. 
Sanjukta Mukherjee, Haripriya Narasimhan and Sonali 
Sathaye all contributed to the volume, In an Outpost of the 
Global Information Economy: Work and Workers in In-
dia’s Outsourcing Industry, edited by Carol Upadhya,and 
A.R. Vasavi and published by Routledge in 2007. 
 South Asia Seminar Series– Spring 08 
 
January 25th— Mutiny at the Margins: New Perspectives 
on the Indian Uprising of 1857—Crispin Bates, Edinburg 
University, UK 
January 29th— The Afterlife of a Devotional Mystic: 
Chaitanya and Bengal, 1880-1900—Varuni Bhatia, Dept of 
Religion, Columbia University 
February 12th— Cultural Identity and Muslim Bengal 
Society in 1930s— Nilesh Bose, Politics & Government Fel-
low, SUNY—Albany 
February 19th—Tropics of Music: Musical Knowledge 
Formations in Colonial India—Sharmadip Basu, Dept of 
Social Science, Syracuse University 
February 26th— Corporate Agendas and Ground-
Realities: A Transnational Perspective on Indian Work-
ers and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)—Payal 
Banerjee and Kasturi Gupta, Department of Sociology, Syra-
cuse University 
 
March 18th — Intimacy as Failure: Social Science and the 
Predicament of Feeling—- Laurah Klepinger-M, Dept of 
Anthropology, Syracuse University 
March 25th — The Dalit Challenge to Indian Academia: 
The "Untouchables" of North India— Ramnarayan S 
Rawat,  Dept of South Asia Studies, University of Pennsyl-
vania 
April 1st— Illuminating Oppression:  Bollywood and So-
cial Justice -The Films of Prakash Jha—- Tula Goenka, 
Dept of Television, Radio and Film, Syracuse University 
April 8
th— Criminality in South Asia— Tanushree Ghosh, 
Department of English, Syracuse University 
April 15th— The Gender Politics of Mithila Painting— 
David Szanton, International and Area Studies, University of 
California, Berkeley 
April 18th – April 20th, Killan Room, 500 HL—Music 
Moves Religion Conference, Syracuse University 
April 22nd—- Landscapes of Loss: tracing absent presence 
in Sri Lanka— Malathi de Alvis, International Center for 
Ethnic Studies, Sri Lanka 
Graduate Student  Awards and Updates 
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SO U T H  AS I A  CE N T E R :  
O U T R E A C H  SE RV I C E S  
Funded as a National Resource Center by the Department of 
Education, the South Asia Center at Syracuse University serves 
as a liaison between Syracuse University faculty with research 
interests in South Asia, educators, and the wider public in the 
Central New York area.  Our resources and faculty interests 
cover the South Asia region, broadly defined as India, Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Nepal.  Our audience includes edu-
cators in area schools and colleges, the general community, 
individuals interested in the region, and the Syracuse Univer-
sity community.  South Asia Outreach presents workshops, 
seminars, lectures, film and video screenings, school and col-
lege lecture and discussion programs, cultural programs, and 
other public events.  In addition, Outreach loans a wide variety 
of educational materials to educators at no cost.  These re-
sources include books, maps, videotapes, slide sets, comic 
books, and "hands-on" kits.  We also have curriculum units and 
our staff is available to offer teachers advice on curriculum 
development.  A list of our comic books and videotapes may be 
obtained by sending us a request with a self-addressed stamped 
envelope to  South Asia Center, 346F Eggers Hall, Moynihan 
Institute of Global Affairs, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 
13244 or on our web page at http://www.maxwell.syr.edu/








The South Asia Center News is the official out-
reach bulletin of the South Asia Center, Moyni-
han Institute of Global Affairs, Maxwell School 
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